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Ambar Partners has announced the official opening of its office in the historic Marqués de Pombal
Square in Lisbon (Portugal) with the aim of consolidating its presence in the Iberian Peninsula and
progressing in its international expansion strategy.

Manuel Deó, CEO and managing partner of Ambar, states that "this opening is a reflection of the
growth that Ambar has experienced in recent years, which responds to a strategic decision to
accompany our clients in the markets that need it".

Ambar has been providing its services in the portuguese market already and now they have more
than 25 lawyers specialised in different practice areas such as commercial law, administrative law,
labour law, real estate and urban planning, insolvency, compliance, energy, IP/IT and data
protection, litigation and tax.

Ambar now has a total of 300 partners in Spain and Portugal, making it the leading alternative firm
with the largest number of partners in Iberia and Southern Europe. Despite this figure, Rosa Espín,
CEO of Ambar, highlights "we want to grow steadily, preserving a very high quality in the services we
provide is essential for us, we only sign partnerships alliances with 5% of the lawyers who apply to
our community".

With the opening of this new office, whose inauguration event will take place on 26 April, the firm
strengthens its international projection in the market and consolidates its position as the largest
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alternative provider of legal services in Southern Europe, whose success lies in preserving high
standards in the provision of its services and guaranteeing a close and quality relationship with the
client, understanding their needs, objectives and expectations.

Pictured: Manuel Deó and Rosa Espín.


